
WBC November Board Meeting Minutes 

(November 21, 2021) 

 

All Board members were in attendance. 

1. Financial update: Sarah reported the IRS has sent us a letter confirming our status as a 

non-profit in “good standing” with no additional paperwork required on our part. Howie 

confirmed approval of our Ben Altschuler grant application in the amount of $3,000 and 

delivered the check.  We are required to document purchase of a rowing shell with the 

funds by November of next year, and Howie will send a reminder to follow up in a few 

months. Sarah and Howie met with Watson & Mowray Accounting to review and assess 

potential options for contracting Bookkeeping services.  A proposal with one or two 

optional approaches is expected from the firm in the next two weeks. 

 

Action Items: 

• Sarah and Howie will review the Bookkeeping options and provide a 

recommendation on how to proceed with the goal of services start by January 1.  

We will also ask the Firm to estimate providing non-profit tax filings as an option. 

• Tom indicated Regatta Central has sent us about $2.5k for entries at the HoC.  

Alan will prepare a brief P&L of the Regatta and send to the Board, and this will 

also be saved in the GoogleDocs file for future guidance. 

• We will prepare a more detailed cash flow review after we finalize Winter 

Training participation in order to provide Tom with some firm numbers for 

updating Fleet and Equipment needs over the Winter.  Sarah is comfortable with 

allocating $10k immediately for any opportunistic (but needed) purchases. 

 

2. Rowing Operations:  The Youth programs had successful Fall seasons.  Middle School is 

at capacity without more coaches (and sculling oars).  Coaching staff is in place for the 

Spring including some back up options.  High School needs 1-2 additional coaches to 

supplement Ashley on the Girls side.  Tom is working on a couple of potential coaches. 

 

As previously discussed last month, Masters has been challenged in receiving coaching 

focus this year, as Tom has been stretched to thinly among the programs.  Tom has 

identified a strong coaching candidate for next year once she has completed coaching 

and boating certifications.  Andres is also considering becoming a Masters coach. 

 

Tom indicates the 4 competitions Fall schedule was about ideal and will plan on that 

becoming the model.  He has put together a plan for Spring/Summer events that still 

needs to be filled in with EVRSA competitions (Spring racing meeting in the next few 



weeks).  One key date is April 23rd – Newport News has asked us to host a regatta in the 

reservoir as part of its Park Spring Festival.  Tom is thinking this will be a 1k event and 

combined with EVRSA as a Youth and Masters Sprint.  Bruce & Tom are surveying the 

lake in the next two weeks to determine course length and width options. 

 

Tom also reports that Boosters is back up and running on all cylinders, but its initial 

fundraiser was unfortunately cancelled (so they will be looking to raise money in other 

ways). 

 

Winter Training: We had excellent signups for Strength training at 1607 Crossfit with 

currently 77 participants.  We have also had about 50 signups to date for Winter ERGing 

sessions, though that program does not start until December 6.  We need Lauri to check 

on payments for the Strength program (and follow up with participants as needed); 

same for ERGing once that is underway in week 2 of December. 

 

3. Equipment:  Tom is planning on going through the fleet shell by shell with one of our 

parents that is an expert boat repairman (and this is the time we can check and repair 

hull damage and look for hidden water leaks).  Our launches are up on the docks for 

Winter and winterizing.  We will be looking to update and add to the fleet as money is 

available (in addition to the $10k noted in Financial): 

• Middle School is now set for rowing shells, but could utilize more sculling oars 

• High School and Masters need to upgrade (or add) the racing quads and doubles, 

especially when the programs are at the same regatta. 

• There is also concern about a second good heavier weight eight, but we 

currently have a number of options to consider.  We will work on the Linda 

Knight for Masters (it fits everyone and is an excellent LTR boat).  The Hudson is 

a “favorite” but has some material work required to make it a longer term 

option.  We will get an assessment on the Hudson and consider repairs as an 

alternative to buying another older but decent boat as a back up eight. 

• We still need to consider buying another Maas or trainer, as sculling is 

continuing to be a growing interest among Club members. 

• Other items: shoes, foot plates, ERG electronics, cox boxes 

 

4. Facilities:  Progress on Park facilities planning is moving, but very slowly.  Some of the 

engineering work to survey the Park has started, but the planning for our small craft 

section of the Park has not yet been initiated.  We have gained parking space from the 

RV storage area but the full space and traffic circle is pending work completion on fixing 

the drainage issues with the designated new RV storage area.  The Park has agreed to 

provide us with the storage container when we update our partner agreement (And also 

move it next to the Boathouse).  The new dock sections have been built but we still 



need to secure the new sections with connecting hardware before Winter.  

(Bruce/Alan/Howie/ Tom to figure how to get that done.) 

 

5. Board Elections:  President, Treasurer, and Youth Representative are up for election in 

January.  Ralph and Sarah plan to step down when their terms are up.  Board members 

have been asked to review their job descriptions and update by the next Board meeting 

so that potential candidates can have a better understanding of the work and skills that 

are needed. 

 

6. Other:  We have a couple of parents that have either indicated they have professional 

experience with fundraising or are willing to serve on a committee.  Alan will send out 

the list of emails to Bruce who will schedule an initial meeting to review needs and 

possible approaches (and feasibility).  The goal is to support major fundraising (using the 

Boat House approach Alan and Bruce pulled together as an example of group goals). 


